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CHARTWISE MEDICAL SYSTEMS WELCOMES NEW
SALES MANAGERS
WAKEFIELD, R.I. - May 3, 2011 - ChartWise Medical Systems, Inc.
(www.chartwisemed.com), the medical software firm and developer of ChartWise:CDI and
ChartWise:CDI Personal Edition, is pleased to announce the appointment of two new sales
managers, Michael Jackson and Glen Walker.
Walker and Jackson each have more than 25 years of sales, marketing and management
experience in Healthcare IT, and will be responsible for direct sales in the U.S. market.
Jackson previously served with Stuart Pharmaceuticals, GE Medical Systems and Agfa
Healthcare’s cardiovascular division. Walker previously served as the senior marketing manager
at Agfa Healthcare, and as the cardiovascular sales specialist at Fuji Medical Systems.
“The expansion of our sales team further strengthens our ability to meet the needs of our
customers,” said the founder of ChartWise Medical Systems, Dr. Jon Elion. “The new sales
managers will be a great addition to the team, bringing tremendous experience, industry
knowledge and customer focus. While working alongside Michael Backus, our Director of Sales,
they will be a remarkable resource for our new customers.”
Jackson has earned a Bachelor’s degree from the University of Dayton and is a resident of
Cincinnati, Ohio. Walker is a member of the Make-A-Wish Foundation and the American Heart
Association and is involved in the local community.
About ChartWise
ChartWise Medical Systems, Inc. based in Wakefield, RI, is a medical software firm and the
developers of ChartWise:CDI and ChartWise:CDI Personal Edition, a hosted solution for clinical
documentation improvement. ChartWise:CDI's clinical intelligence expertise assists physicians
and clinical documentation specialists with increased efficiencies and completeness of
documentation, queries and work flow. Developed by renowned physician, Jon Elion, M.D.,
ChartWise:CDI is the only documentation software that translates clinical language used by
physicians into accurate diagnostic language required for Medicare documentation. For more
information, visit www.chartwisemed.com.
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